Owing to the mask-side non-telecentricity resulting from the reflective nature of extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL), mask shadowing is well-known to be an issue for EUVL. The shadowing problem is also expected to become more severe as numerical apertures are increased in the future and even larger mask illumination angles are needed. Although the shadowing problem in general has been well studied, the impact this effect might have on the transfer of line-edge roughness (LER) from the mask to the wafer has not been studied. Here we extend previous efforts in the analysis of the LER transfer function (LTF) to explicitly include 3D mask effects. We show that the LTF differs for the shadowed and non-shadowed directions: moreover, the LTF of the left-side edge differs from the right-side edge in the shadowed direction. Finally, we also observe a breakdown of the linearity of the LTF for shadowed features.
INTRODUCTION
As extreme-ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) nears commercialization, several key aspects of absorber height effects remain unexplored. Owing to the mask-side non-telecentricity resulting from the reflective nature of extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL), mask shadowing is well-known to be an issue for EUVL. The shadowing problem is also expected to become more severe as numerical apertures are increased in the future and even larger mask illumination angles are needed.
Quite simply, mask shadowing is the effect of mask absorber height blocking light from reaching, and therefore, correctly detecting, the base edge position of a feature. Although the shadowing problem in general has been well studied and its sizing effects can be correctly compensated at the mask [1] [2] [3] [4] , the impact this effect might have on the transfer of line-edge roughness (LER) [5] from the mask to the wafer has received less attention. Here we extend previous efforts [6] in the analysis of the LER transfer function (LTF) to explicitly include 3D mask effects in the presence of shadowing for the 22-nm and 16-nm half-pitch nodes. We consider a wide range of spatial frequencies and two sample amplitudes of mask LER to begin with. We show that the LTF differs for the shadowed and non-shadowed directions: moreover, the LTF of the left-side edge differs from the right-side edge in the shadowed direction. Finally, we also observe a breakdown of the linearity of the LTF for shadowed features.
SHADOW LINE-EDGE TRANSFER FUNCTION AT THE 22-NM HALF-PITCH
In considering the effect of shadowing on LER transfer function from the mask to the wafer, we start our investigations at the 22-nm half-pitch node. This includes monitoring changes introduced between the right and left hand edges. We use FDTD simulations to obtain a rigorous solution for the field immediately after the patterned 70nm TaN mask absorber pattern. We use a 2.5nm Ru capped 40 bilayer ML mirror modeled in EM-Suite [7] by Panoramic technology, with Fourier Boundary Conditions (FBC) and a fixed reflectivity curve calculated using optical constants [8] [9] . The optical system was comprised of an ideal pupil map, NA = 0.32, 13.4nm light at 6° off-axis, on a 4X system with a disk source shape with partial coherence factor of σ = 0.90, and 50 source points on the half-axis. At mask level, the feature was designed to discretely sample various spatial frequencies of LER. For the basic 2D shape of the mask that we exactly replicated through height, we created mask LER by generating a sine wave of amplitude 8nm (equivalent to 17nm LER at the mask, 4.25nm LER at the wafer). We repeated the data for a mask designed with 2.2nm LER (wafer dimensions) with similar results. The width of the line is fixed at 22-nm in wafer dimensions along the full length. We consider sine waves with wafer dimension spatial frequencies (full period) of 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, and 200nm (see Fig. 1 ), and illuminated at both φ=0° (perpendicular, shadowing) and φ=90° (parallel, no shadowing). The mask was sampled at 1nm / pixel, and the image was resolved to 0.1nm/pixel. We assumed a 90° side-wall angle (SWA). Aerial image results were then exported for LER analysis in the offline program SuMMIT [10] , and thresholded to size at best focus. Similar to previous results (before under annular σ = 0.35-0.55), there is not much deviation between the left and right LER due to shadowing. The graph of the 100nm full period spatial frequency LER at the mask, ie, 25nm at the wafer, was omitted as it was not passed by the optic. At a spatial LER period of 200nm at the mask (50nm at the wafer), this amounts to a difference of 0.3nm LER between left and right sides of the feature at best focus for initial LER amplitude of 4.25nm at the wafer (0.1nm LER for initial LER amplitude of 2.2nm at the wafer). Similar minimal effects are seen at -160nm defocus. It is interesting to note that the difference is much more sensitive on the other side of focus: at +160nm defocus, the difference between left and right sides of the features amount to 1.1nm LER for an initial LER amplitude of 4.25nm (0.6nm LER for the initial amplitude of 2.2nm). At the longer spatial period of 800nm at the mask (200nm at the wafer), the difference is 0.72nm LER between the right and left sides for the initial amplitude of 4.25nm LER at the wafer (a difference of 0.3nm LER for the initial amplitude of 2.2nm LER at the wafer). The full plot of LER through spatial frequency transferred to the wafer at best focus is shown in Figures 4 and 5 , where the greatest difference to the shadowing effect is observed at the rollover in mid-spatial frequencies. The contrast transfer function in the shadowing direction phi=0º is plotted for both left and right hand edges at both initial LER amplitudes of 2 and 4nm in Figure 6 . It can be seen that there is a distinct transfer function for the left and right hand edges that shows greatest difference for the mid-spatial frequencies at the rollover, but linearity is maintained separately for each. 
SHADOW LINE-EDGE TRANSFER FUNCTION AT THE 16-NM HALF-PITCH
We repeat the simulations above for 16-nm half-pitch. The optical system was comprised of an ideal pupil map, NA = 0.32, 13.4nm light at 6° off-axis, with optimized crosspole illumination with partial coherence factor of σ = 0.20 at dx = 0.67, and 50 source points on the half-axis (crosspole was used as quadrupole was inaccessible for this node and NA), the same settings as used in a previous study [6] . Again, the TaN mask absorber pattern was 70nm thick. For the basic 2D shape of the mask that we exactly replicated through height, we created mask LER once more by generating a sine wave of amplitude 2.2nm LER at the wafer and another set for 1.1nm LER at the wafer as above. The width of the line is fixed at 16-nm in wafer dimensions along the full length for sine waves with wafer dimension spatial frequencies (full period) of 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 175, and 200nm, and illuminated at both φ=0° (perpendicular, shadowing) and φ=90° (parallel, no shadowing). The mask was sampled at 1nm / pixel, and the image was resolved to 0.1nm/pixel. We assumed a 90° SWA. Aerial image results were then exported for LER analysis in the offline program SuMMIT [10] , and thresholded to size at best focus.
The through focus LER results for both LER amplitudes for left and right edges, in both shadowing and non-shadowing directions are reproduced from [6] in Appendix I. In Figures 7 and 8 , the full plot of transferred LER through spatial frequency at best focus is plotted. The rollover is much sharper and occurs at larger spatial frequency than at the 22-nm half-pitch node: this could be due to the smaller feature width or be an artifact of the illumination (now crosspole rather than disk). Again, the greatest observable shadowing effect occurs at mid-spatial frequencies at the rollover. The contrast transfer function for the shadowing direction phi=0º, both left and right hand edges for LER initial amplitudes of 1.1 and 2.2nm is shown in Figure 9 . Once more, there is a distinct transfer function for both the left and right hand edges in the shadowing direction. This time, however, there is a slight non-linearity for each edge individually we expect this may become more apparent as EUVL progresses towards higher NA and therefore greater off-axis illumination angles. 
SUMMARY
At the 22nm half-pitch under disk illumination, we observed greater difference between left and right hand edges in LER at positive defocus (further downstream on the optical axis). For the 16nm half-pitch under crosspole illumination, this was not observable. The contrast transfer functions for both nodes show that shadowing makes the transfer function distinct for the left and right hand edges, with a sharper rollover and slight non-linearity at the 16nm feature size under crosspole illumination. 
